Survey current students - happiness, health, course, teachers, etc.
Survey recent grads - preparedness, gaps?
Survey teachers - happiness, support
Ruler, boundary, mental health, quick $, "they owe me" mentality, what's hard-working?, I'm CEO, fractional
I feel like sometimes it is good to let the kids learn how to learn. Not trying to trip them up. Give them that foundation and then work on
the critical thinking.
Emotional IQ. Upstander qualities
Our children need collaborative problem solving skills
Productive/kind member of society. Critical thinking. Functioning beyond technology
Critical thinking skills and teach my children how to study. That will prepare them for college
Study skills. Organization. Critical thinking. Debating skills
To think for themselves. Critical thinkers
To be entrepreneurial
Critical thinking skills. World Citizen skills (language, history, cultural). Collaboration with diverse viewpoints for problem solving
Analytical thinking, language skills, a wide swath of experiences that have stretched their minds
Communication skills - written and oral. Conflict resolution. Logic and reasoning
Listening, how to critically evaluate problems, how to navigate a diverse world with empathy, knowing how and when to resolve vs escalate
challenges
Critical thinking skills. Emotional intelligence. Interpersonal communication skills. The values of open-mindedness and making mistakes
Math, science and history. How to be successful without living in a bubble
Critical thinking is a huge skill needed for our children's' future success
Self-accountability. Survey the children on what self-accountability looks like to them
Address the issues inside our schools. Be champions for our students. Actions that let them know they are seen and heard. More than the SCOC.
Develop global leaders ready for the world outside of Southlake
Skills necessary for success. Creative problem solving. Embracing failure. Critical thinking. How to ask for help. Resilience. Open-mindedness
Critical thinking conversations
Emotional strength. Ability to be flexible. Confidence. Foreign language starting earlier. Critical thinking
Communication skills . To be able to work with all people. Cultural sensitivity
Critical thinking. Empathy to others. Understanding of their impact on the world
Critical thinking. Communicate clearly and effectively. Organization. Resiliency. Resourcefulness.

Expert oratory and written skills with an emphasis on critical thinking and global citizenship
Global leadership. Critical thinking. High emotional IQ. Bi-literate
Global citizen who is compassionate, well rounded, college ready, critical thinking
Keep politics out of schools
Keep our kids, all students safe: emotionally, academically. They need to feel safe so that they can learn
Establish a culture of respect at school
Knowledge to be successful. Ability to work in group on a project, exchange ideas verbally, present them to a larger group. Ability to debate
varied topics whether academic or social - and a willingness to listen to adverse group of opinions
Servant heart. Kindness towards others. GRIT / stick w/commitments. See setbacks/failure as opportunities for growth
Global leadership. Respect. Tolerance. Empathy
Communication! Written, verbal, interpersonal, all the things, and part of communication is listening. Being able to truly hear other perspectives
Students need to be able to think critically and communicate effectively. They need to be able to be independent to advocate for themselves
and others, how to think creatively and how to persevere through failure
Interpersonal skills. Critical thinking skills. Appreciation for diversity of thought.
Resiliency, acceptance of failure, strong sense of self and same for others
Cultural competency. Critical thinking skills. Global leadership. Organization and stress management
Resilience. Stay in college
Learn to talk with those who do not agree with you. We all have different life experiences and come from different backgrounds. Need to learn
communications on a whole
Foreign language in elementary. Teach cultural competence
Critical thinking skills. Cultural competency (do well with people all over the world)
Control thinking. Diversity and inclusion. Cultural competence
Public speaking. Interview preparation. Better writing skills.
Use of technology in elementary/intermediate
Include programs like foreign language at elementary school itself. Helps the kids a lot in learning other cultures
Create life-long learners. Engage beyond TEKS and "get this done and you'll get iPad time for enrichment"
Be innovative. Be adaptive. Self-responsible and social. Emotional intelligence
Think globally! Southlake to be seen as a giving, kind and inclusive community
Skills to include all different kinds of people. Knowledge to work in group setting
Communication skills written and oral among al diverse groups. And of course, education in math, history, gov't, etc.

Coding program starting in 5th grade
Ability to communicate eiders, work with others. Think for themselves without fear of expression
Progressive thinking. More flexible student needs-based curriculum. Project-based curriculum. Spanish as a second language in elementary.
Emotional intelligence classes. Life-based skills
Don't forget about on-level science classes at the high school level. If you don't make the cut for CMA then your student misses out
More science options to choose from in high school if you're not in CMA
Education, not politics
CISD involvement with improving community awareness of mental health issues among its students
Critical thinking, project management, analysis and find through lines - big picture thinking
Entrepreneurship. Engagement. Facilitate formal sessions
Children are proud of something in Southlake and CISD would want to deem here as home. Voice get heard. Compare vs compete. Small
community is precious. Too much input, not much output. Crisis mode.
Communication skills, critical thinking, acceptance of other races, cultures, religions, sexual preferences, kindness, empathy, resilience, strive
for self-improvement and stress management
Critical thinking skills - less rote memorization and more resilient learning. STEM emphasis. Foreign language
Creative learning. Overcoming failure. Great education. Community. Basics: writing/love of reading.

